
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 3           3 March 2017 
 
Austrian crew best after Prologue at Terme Tuhelj! 
 
With atractive prologue in Tuhelj and in front of many fans started 6. INA Rally Kumrovec.  
 
The best crew after two prologues is from Austria Niki Mayer-Melnhof i Poldi Welsersheimb with final time 4:23,8 minutes, it is 
interesting that they drew night race better that the one they drew by day light, Slovenian crew Rok Turk i Blanka Kacin took 
second place, they were late  for 0:09, 1 minutes, third place took Croatian crew Viliam Prodan i Zoran Raštegorac (Peugeot 
208 T16 R5). They ended up with time of 4:27, 9 minutes. 
 
Five crews did not managee to finish  todays drive, but all drivers will be able to drive tomarrow, as well. 
 
This years addition has gathered crews from six countries and 59 of them passed scrutineering.  
 
After prologues, rally in organization of Auto club Delta from Zagreb will be continued tomarrow with four new SS in Kumrovec. 
Crews will have ceremonial start tomarrow at 9:01, and special stages are on schedual after 10 a.m. This years addition has 
gathered 59 crews from six countries and 41 of them are Croatian. 
 
The specificity of Kumrovec special stages lies in a narrow path with many bends and related pass. It is very often that gravel 
is on the asphalt so if the orbit of the vehicle is right it throws it on the road. Through years the audience recognizes Rally 
Kumrovec as an event that brings attractive ride with lots of jumps, and this years attracion is bigger because among the 
entrants were six car of R5 classification. Each of these vehicles is worth about 250 000 euros.So far the most wins has 
Hungarian driver Janos Szilagyi who celebreted three times, while Daniel Saskin and Krisztian Hideg are one-time winners. 
  
The complete itinerary is a little less than 60 kilometers, of which almost 70% are special stages. The competition was entered 
in the FIA calendar and Croatian Car and Karting Federation, and is rated as the International FIA zone competition, Croatian 
Championship and Championship HAKS Northern league. 
 
Additional informations are available at: 
www.rally-kumrovec.com 
www.facebook.com/rally.kumrovec 

http://www.rally-kumrovec.com/
https://www.facebook.com/rally.kumrovec

